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Travel letter 2 

Fruitful thinking 
We left you early June at the anchorage of Portimão, crunching on the weather forecasts which 

refused to present a 

comfortable window for 

the trip to the Acores. 

 

As good live-aboards we 

also enjoyed to sit out 

this period with small 

boat jobs, beach walks 

and town strolls’, but 

somehow the weather 

systems kept nagging the 

grey cells. Basically the summer high pressure system was more or less stationary south-east of the 

Acores, creating a lot of northerly winds with nasty seas the first 300 miles, calms for the next 200 

and fine weather for the last 300 mile. 

And suddenly on a bright morning, chewing on the rear of the pencil and looking through eye lashes at 

the weather picture, all the pieces of the puzzle hit the right spot. Last year we experienced that 

nasty seas from the hind quarter are still comfortable, with the sails well-trimmed Zeezwaluw goes 

very well downwind steered by the wind vane and the weather system seems stationary. 

 

So, maybe a bit slooooow, but finally the coin dropped, we will simply sail clockwise around the high 

pressure area, making more miles but each of them very comfortable. Suddenly we were in a rush, 

preparing mouth-watering (and easy to finish) dishes for the first few days, stock-up with bread fruit 

and water, adding the new route to the charts and of course  checking the latest weather forecasts. 

 

Destination Azores 
Saturday morning we left the anchorage of Portimão under a bright blue sky, the first few hours, in 

the leeway of the coast, with a 

little assistance of Mr. Perkins 

but very soon under full sail. 

 

To get used to the sea state and 

avoid seasickness we steer the 

first day by hand in watches of an 

hour or whatever is convenient. 

We continued this until we had crossed the shipping lanes 

between Sao Vinciënte and Gibraltar, in the meantime reefing 

the sails as the northerly’s turn into 20+ knots. 

 

Portimão         anchorage 

Dolphins around the bow 

Shipping lanes 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/portugal-vasteland.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.wordpress.com/2017/03/24/zeezwaluw-galley-secrets/
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Meeting 3 groups of dolphins, a lonely turtle and only 3 ships in the distance, the first day passed 

quickly. The following days, now steered by the wind vane keeping the wind, varying between 10 and 

20Kn, all the time from the same quarter. Slowly the overcast grew thicker and brought some rain. 

 

About 200 miles ENE off Madeira we assume that we can head west now the weather is changing. 

Apparently it was too soon because the next day the wind dropped below 10Kn and “Zeezwaluw” 

became a motor sailor. 

 

Schools of dolphins are swimming in shifts to cheer us up and the arrival of a very young (land) swallow 

provides a lot of entertainment by popping up in cupboards, foul weather gear and hopping on your 

finger when invited to do so.  

 

The fifth day the 

overcast suddenly 

stopped like being cut-of 

and so does the wind. We 

continue under clear blue 

skies over oily flat waters 

sometimes sailing (4Kn) 

but often with a bit of 

help from the engine. 

 

Halfway the afternoon of the 8th day, with only 60 miles to go, 

we suddenly get very excited, a blow of water spray and air from 

a whale not too far away. The engine goes to minimum revs and 

we try to avoid any noise. Suddenly we see a dark back with a 

small fin appear again a little further away. A powerful blow of 

breath and the whale silently disappears. For a moment we are 

stunned because this whale was really big. It takes another 20 

minutes before we see it again, this time faraway. We are really 

impressed by the (close) encounter with our first whale. 

 

 

Identifying it by means of the appearance and the (forward) blow, the pilot teaches us it must be a 

sperm whale (15-20m). The next one shows up 1 hour after the first, same course, swimming NE. We 

are able to take some pictures but were too late to catch his spectacular dive, clearly showing his 

gigantic tail. 

 

 

The land swallow 

The strange cloud 

bank 

The whale  
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To complete this afternoon full of excitement the first hills of Santa Maria appear on the horizon in 

the backlight of the sunset. It gives the sensation of being almost there, but a quick glance at the 

chart learned we still had 40 miles to go. 

In the silvery light of the full moon we arrived at 4 a.m. in the marina of Villa do Porto, despite the 

many motor hours (78 during 915 miles) we were really satisfied about this trip to the Acores and all 

the great encounters of rare ocean species on our way to it. 

 

Santa Maria déjà-vu 
Apparently we are routine animals returning to the same place in the stable every time, because 

daylight reveals 

we are in the 

same berth as 

last year. 

 

This déjà-vu 

experience 

repeats itself 

many times the 

next few days. 

 

The customs and port police people are still very friendly, the climb uphill to the village is still very 

steep (we climbed without rests but admired the view many times), the shops are in the same spots 

and the butcher in the basement of the town market still has incredible low prices and a gorgeous 

collection of meat. 

 

The next days were filled with domestic jobs like laundry, engine maintenance and some small repairs, 

leaving lots of time for exhausting strolls in the hills and the village and gatherings with fellow sailors. 

Amazing sunset behind Santa Maria Island 

Vila do Porto 

Steep hill from marina to Vila do 

Porto 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/azores-archipelago.pdf
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During last winter we compared prices for hauling out and standing on the hard in Portugal, Spain and 

the Azores. Terceira appeared to be cost wise the most attractive one, while the temperatures are 

bearable as well. So very soon it’s time to get mentally prepared for the hard labour ahead and make 

the journey to Terceira. 

 

Hopping to Terceira 
Luckily easterly’s between 10 and 20 Kn were predicted when it was time to move on and we could sail 

most of the 150 miles between the islands. We skipped San Miguel but during the clear night we 

enjoyed the sight of all the sparkling lights on the island, passing its west coast. Out of the lee of Sao 

Miguel we even had to reef for some gusty winds. The venom came in the tail when we approached Praia 

da Vitoria at Terceira the next afternoon. 

In a bumpy sea due to a tidal current against the wind we had some nasty gusts, shuttering the sails 

violently and suddenly a large tear appeared in the main. Not so many days ago we have been wondering 

about the countless years that this spectra sail lasted and the nice shape it still had despite the repair 

patches we added during these years. So the finishing tear didn’t came as a total surprise but 

somehow never at a suitable moment. In the lee of the breakwaters we took down the remains of the 

main and soon found a nice berth in the little marina. 

 

Praia 
The marina and the village are a real pleasant surprise. Very helpful and friendly marina staffs provide 

us with a lot of information about the island. A small 

disappointment, the planned festivities for July will be 

organized at the marina parking lot. Until September it will be 

impossible to haul out any boat. 

No worry, also Angra at the south coast of the island provides 

very good facilities. We learn that the daily rate for our berth 

in Praia will be a little over €6. So this seems to be the most 

convenient place to explore the island from and to organise the haul out in Angra. 

 

We start an excavation underneath the V-berth in the forward cabin to dig out our spare mainsail. 

With the two of us we form a long line to pass all the quarried items down to the saloon. It’s really 

amazing to see a Christmas tree, winter coats, shoes, spare generator, a sextant (hasn’t been out of 

the box for a while) and much more passing by, on our quest to the sail. In the end we found it, still in 

good shape so it took not that long to change out the sails. 

Vila do Porto city centre 

Praia 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/azores-archipelago.pdf
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Thereafter it was time to play the tourist. 

 

Exploring Praia showed us many beautiful sides of the town, from the 

main street with the many shops. At the local market we could not avoid 

tasting all the Acores cheeses. 

Tiny restaurants offer afternoon 

filling special lunches for only €5. 

There are old churches with long 

histories and green meadows in 

the hills around the town. Leaving 

the village and climbing the hills 

you immediately notice you only 

hear the wind and some cattle in 

the distance. No industrial 

humming and only so a lost car, once in a while. 

Climbing uphill to the monument we pass a large herd of beige cows. We didn’t have to rest from the 

climbing but we leaned for a moment on the wall separating us from the herd to observe them. 

 

Immediately the 

interest appeared to be 

mutual because the 

entire herd comes 

closer and we stare at 

each other from each 

side of the wall. 

 

Although the fifty 

pairs of beautiful brown eyes with the long lashes staring at us in the friendliest way, the amount of 

attention is a bit overwhelming so we swiftly moved on. 

 

The monument, an old outlook and sign 

post, provides a stunning view over Praia 

and the marina. For our way back we take 

the carved stairs connecting many terraces 

in the hill below the monument and home of 

limitless small lizards who escape into 

every crack or under stones when we 

approach.  

In the marina we stumble into old Swiss friends again which we first 

met during our Portimão winter of 2003-4. 

 

Just outside the marina of Praia 

The monument 

Up the steep stairs 
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Happy evenings with them and many fellow sailors around us let the time slip through your fingers like 

water. Too soon it’s time to move to Angra to haul out. 

 

Living on the hard in Angra 
Angra is an old very lively town on many 

hills. Lots of things to visit, to find or to 

look for but somehow every item seems to 

be located on its own hill. Except of course 

the marina but from there all the roads 

lead uphill and it pays back to plan shopping 

well in advance and mingle it with some 

sightseeing. 

 

Standing on the hard we take our time to solve the jobs on the list. Although the temperatures are 

between 25 and 30 

degrees the best working 

conditions are early in 

the morning, leaving the 

afternoon for domestic 

things and easy jobs or 

just listening to an audio-

book in the shade of our 

sun cover. (read more) 

 

In the evenings we hear something pass in the air making noises like an electronic gadget. 

We suspect a practical joke from the many students around but are not able to trace it down. Until we 

meet friends of friends and we talk about the sound during one of the pleasant sundowners. 

 

They had more or less the same experience around the 

island Sao Jorge and this strange sound could be the call 

of the Cory’s shearwater returning to the nesting area. 

 

As the sound only occurred in the dusk or evening it 

remained a bit mystical. 

When it’s time for the splash again the general wind 

direction is not really inviting to visit the more westward islands. Therefore we decide to return to 

Praia to wait for better winds or a good opportunity to return to Portugal. 

 

Back to the Portuguese coast 
Tourist life is continued again around Praia and by bus over the island. 

Weather charts of the window  we used   

Angra ‘s cathedral         city’s steep streets 

Hauling out                                                                       On the hard 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/nr-6-angra-do-herisimo-praia-do-vitoria.pdf
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After one and a half week in Praia the weather situation suddenly changes due to a small depression 

bringing south-easterly winds for a while. We expect to have nice winds for a couple of days when 

staying north of the rump line and maybe a little less wind when the depression would pass further 

east in the end. 

 

However, right from the departure the wind was a bit more than predicted and even reefed, with a 

clean hull, we made more speed than ever. Fascinated we watch the log which remains most of the day 

above 7Kn. The wind vane kept the wind at approx. 70 degrees relative, giving the optimum balance 

between speed and comfort in these sea conditions. 

Surprisingly our higher speed kept us now in the wake of the depression and we could tally 167, 163, 

173, 158 and 151 miles in the following days. The wind was even slowly veering from 

southeast to southwest, taking us first 40 miles above the rump line and then slowly 

driving us to the estuary of the Rio Tejo. The downside of sailing in the wake of the 

depression is that most of the time the sky is cloudy, grey or pouring (lukewarm august) 

rain but let’s face it you can’t have it all. 

After we crossed the shipping lanes in pour(ing) conditions and some nasty gusts we were not really 

disappointed that the tide was not right to enter the river to Lisbon and we finished the last 60 miles 

of this crossing in Cascais. See also The Zeezwaluw Post nr 7. 

Even the horrible marina fees for this night could not suppress the wonderful excitement we sensed 

of sailing these 877 miles in 5½ days, average speed of 6.8m/hr. Only 1 hour on the engine, including 

departure/arrival, it’s time for a toast. 

 

Read more in the next part of the summer travels along the Portuguese West and South coast and 

even further on to the Canary Islands, HERE 

 

Riens and Ineke Elswijk at “SY Zeezwaluw” 

 

___/)___ 

Sailing up the Tejo River 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/nr-7-testimony-of-speed-relaxing-time.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/2011-3-along-portugals-anchorages-before-sailing-to-the-canary-islands.pdf

